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over the past ten years there has been a proliferation of research that has attempted

to estimaå the level of racial bias in police behavior. Many police agencies now man-

clate that their officers record official contacts macle with citizens during routine traf-

fic or pedestrian stops. These administrative data sources typicaìly include a host of

information on characteristìcs of the stops made by police ofücers, including: the

racelethnicity of the driver or peclestrian; reasons for the stop; and the actions that

occurred afte¡ the stop, such as searches, contraband found, and citations or arrests

made. These data have been the source for the majority of studies of racially biased

police behavior, Analysts have sought to apply basic social science methods to assess

ih.th.. police agencies as a whole, or in some cases individual police oficers, are

acting in a racialiy biased manner. A consistent theme in this research is the search

for tñe appropriate benchmarkt for which one can quantitatively assess-whether po-

lice behavior is conducted in a racially biased manner. Studies have linked police

administrative data on stops made by officers to a variety of data sources, includ-

ing: police arrest data, popllution estìmates collected by the Census Bureau, driver's

liclense data, motor vehicle trafûc accident data, moving violations data, systematic

observations of drivers, and other sources. Analysts have also attempted to estimate

racial bias from assessments of post-stop outcomes and examinations of the "hit rate"

(contraband found) from searches. Post-stop outcomes have also focused on match-

ing strategies to appropriately compare minorities and whites that were similarly situ-

atã¿. Vtor-e recentl¡ efforts have been made to assess individual police officer bias by

peer- group offi cer comParisons.

In the following sections we outline the various methods that have been employed

in studies of racially biased policing. we provide an overview of the use of external

benchmarks, internal benchmarks, and post-stop outcomes analysis for assessing ra-

cial profiling. Our discussion is not an exhaustive review of the literature' Rather' we

fo.r$ o., asiessing the methods, their appeal, and thei¡ substantive limitations' De-

veloping an appropriate benchmark is more complicated than is presumed in media

..porrr."Rtt the metho¿s we review for assessing racially biased policing have weak-

nesses, but some apProaches a¡e clearly stronger than others' There is no unifying
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Methods for Assessing Racially Biased Policing

Greg RidgewaY and lohn MacDonald

Introduction

ùIethods Jor Assessing Racially Biasetl Policing ßt

rnetl.rod that can be applied to administrative clata sources and delìnitively answer

the question of whether the police are acting with racial bias. A key issue we address

is the fact that the majority of approaches used do not meet the basic bedrock as-

sumptions necessary for drawing a causal inference about the effect of race on police

behavior. Yet over time the methods have improved and the policy discussions have

inevitably become more nuanced and productive, leading to discr.rssions about what

the police should and should not be Lrsing as pretexts for their decisions on whom to
stop and question.

External Benchmqrks

'lhere is a compulsion in media reports on racial disparities in police stops to com-

pare the racial distribution of the stops to the racial distribution for the community's
population as estimated by the U.S. Census. For example, iu zoo6 in New York City,

53o/o of stops police made of pedestrians involved black pedestrians while accorcling

to the U,S. Census they compose only z4o/o of the cty's residential population. When

the two racial clistributions do not align, and they seem to do so rarel¡ such statistics

promote the conclusion that there is evidence of racial bias in police decision making.

Racial bias could be a factor in generating such disparities, but a basic introductory
research methods course in the social sciences would argue that other explanations

rnay be contributing factors. For example, differences by race in the exposure to the

police or the rates of committing offenses may also contribute to racial disparities in
police stop decisions. It is well documented, for example, that due to historical differ-

ences in racial segregation, housing tenure, poverty, and other sociopolitical factors,

minorities in the United States are more likely to live in neighborhoods with higher

rates of crime and disorder.' Police deployment in many cities also corresponds to

clifferences in the demand for police services. Neighborhoods with higher volumes

of calls to the police service tlpically have a higher presence of police.t Additionall¡
research indicates that racial minorities, and in particular blacks, are disproportion-
ately involved in serious personal offenses as both victims and offenders.n

The crux of the external benchmarking analysis is to develop a benchmark that
estimates the racial distribution of the individuals who would be stopped if the po-

lice were racially unbiased, and then compare that benchmark to the observed racial
distribution of stopped citizens. The external benchmark can be thought of as the

population at risk for official police contact. As we will see, estimating the appropri-
ate population at risk is complicated. Crude approximations of the population at risk
for police contact are poÐr substitutes and can hide evidence of racial bias or lead to

exaggerated estimates of racial bias.

The likelihood of police stopping minority drivers involves some combination of
police exposure to offending/suspicious activit¡ the racial distribution ofthe popula-
tion involved in those activities, and the potential for racial bias. To provide some

context, we use some hypothetical nurnbers and consider an unbiased officer on a

foot post who makes stops only when a pedestrian matches a known-suspect descrip-
tion. This oflìcer works in a precinct with forty blacks matching suspect descriptions
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acquire more precise estimates of the racial clistribution of drivers on the road to

serve as the external benchmark. Uucler such an approach, one should be able to

compare the race distribution of tlaffic stops made by the police to the race distribu-

tions of clrivers on the same roaciways. Ztngraff anci coiieagues,6 ior example, useci

the race distribution ofìicensecì clrivers rather than the residential population to esti-

mate the race distribution of drivers at risk oibeìng stopped by the police. Although

this approach accounts for raciol diflerences in the rate at which the population holtls

driver's licenses, it cloes not account for out-of-julisdiction drivers or for potential ra-

cial cliflerences in travel Patterns, tÌrivirlg behavior, or exPosure to police. Ttr address

the problern witir out-of-jtrrisciiction cirivers, Falreil an<i coiieaguest borroweci ciriv-

ing population models from the transportation litcrature, which use an rre'.rs lbilit¡
basecl on employrnent or retail location, to pull drivers in from outside communities

or to push residents outsicle the ¿rrea. This certainly irnproves on the census bench-
-- -.J- D,,+ :+ ;- ..,:l^1., ,1^-,,^^^¡^À tlraf mìnnri+ip" l'on.l er¡en fhosc u¡hn nosscss a
lll.U^. DLll ll Iù vYruçll u \s¡¡e v t e¡¡ f --'--" -

j¡iver'.s license) are rìlore likely to take public transit to work atrcl vary li'oin wl-iites ìli
otl.rer important ways in their daily travel patterns. 'lherefore, a more acctlrate exter-

nal benchmark woulcl be one tbat could reliably take into account equivalent dliving

patterns and behavior between race grouPs.

Recognizing these limitations, Alpert and colleaguest used data on the location of
traffic accidents and the race of the not-at-fault drivers to estimate the race clistribu-

tion of the at-risk population. The logic of this approach is that the race distribution

of not-at-fault clrivers shoulcl approximate the racial distribtttion of the population of
clrivers. Although this approach may measure the race distribution of drivers on the

road, it does not âccount fcrr potential lacial differences in driving behavior that may

be important sources for police clecision making, such as the likelihood of speeding,

rveaving through traffic, and driving slower than usual.

Other analysts have studied the race distribution of drivers flagged by photo-

graphic stoplight enforcement camerase and by aerial patrols.'o The advantage of
these benchmarks is that they are truly race-blincl and measure some form of traffrc

violation. One can question whether they capture race ciiferences ln other aspects oí
skrp risk, such as seatbeit usage, equiprnent violations, and the other cues tirat police

use in deciding whether or not to stop a citizen.rr

Civen that the police are not likely to stop peopie at random, compartsons of ra-

cial clistribution of stops to the residential population or the driving PoPulation on

the roadways tells one very little about the race neutrality of the police. Again, it
is necessary to establish a benchmark for the population at risk for official police

contact. This means that one needs an accurate estimate of the subpopulation that is

likely to elicit reasonable suspicion by the poìice.

Observation Benchmarks

Obse¡vation benchmarks are a popular approach for attempting to estimate the

subpopulation at risk for police behavior, Observatiort beuchmarks typically involve

fielding teams of observers to locations to tally the racial distribution of those ob-

sen'ed dri..,ing and violating trafÊc laws. More than three decades ago Albert Reiss fr.
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traffic violations in these areas. Officers target behaviors that they believe indicate

drug transactions, stop individuals fitting suspect descriptions, and respond to calls

for service. Once observers head down the path of trying to determine which ve-

hicles or persons should be at risk for being stopped, the observations become more

subjective and less systematic.2o In fact, the variation between observers in such stud-

ies can exceed the estimate of the raci¿l disparity. One observer may be more likely

than others to measure some driving behavior as aggressive. Such variation in judg-

ments in an observation study has to be taken into account, or observers have to be

trained to near uniformity in judgments if one is going to Produce a reliable estimate

of the population at risk for police contact. Regardless, it is unclear that observational

studies are relying on the same sets of markers that the police use in deciding who is

suspicious and whom to stop. The courts have not consistently suPPorted the use of
observation¿l benchmarks for this reason.,In United States v. Alcaraz-Arellano" the

court rejected the benchmark, since it was developed fbr a general PoPulation, not

those violating the law
Outside of traftc stop studies on speeding or moving violations on roadways, sys-

tematic observations of driving behavior are not likely to yield useful estimates for

an external benchmark for an entire city. Recognizing these limitations, a number of

investigators have turned to other approaches for establishing external benchmarks.

Arrest and Crime Suspect Benchmarks

Gelman, Fagan, and Kiss22 quote then NYPD police commissioner Howard Safir:

"The racial/ethnic distribution ofthe subjects ofstop and frisk reports reflects the de-

mographics of known violent crime suspects as reported by crime victims. Similarly,

the demographics of arrestees in violent crimes also correspond with the demograph-

ics of known violent crime suspects." Safir is clearly suggesting that violent crime

suspects or violent crime arrestees provide a reasonable benchmark from which the

public can judge the department's racial distribution in stop percentages. This quote

suggests that the arrestee population may serve as a useable benchmark for assessing

racial bias in the police decision of whom to stoP'

The arrestee benchmark, however, is also problematic because it is too narrow For

example, the police make stops for trespassing, vandalism, susPected drug sales, and

a variety of other causes. Many stop decisions might be made for minor infractions,

not serious crime incidents involving violence. The group of individuals stopped by

the police in most large cities, therefore, far exceeds the group comPrising the ar-

restee population. There are a variety of reasons that the racial distribution of indi-
viduals stopped by the police could have a racial distribution that differs greatly from

that ofarrestees. For one, arrests can often take place some distance away from where

the crime actually occurred. Most problematic is that if officers are in fact racially

biased, then we cannot use their arrests to represent what we would expect of an

unbiased police force. Such a benchmark could actually hide bias. Investigators like

Gelman and colleagues have attempted to control for this by using Prior-year arrest

decisions as an external benchmark, Again, there is no reason to expect that prior-

year decisions are independent of current-year decisions-especially if, as research

advocated the use of systematic social observation as a key measurement strategy for

,*aytrrg ,n. police and otitt 
'otiot 

phenomena't' By systematic' he meant that the

observation of behaviors and recordùgs are done according to explicit standardized

rules that Permit rePlication'

This methodology was pioneered to st

Lamberthl3 in his study of the New fersey

ate and less subject to measurement error

than accountins for other tvpes of traffic violations 
lffiÏ::Ï.îïïï::jirî*;

gues provide two case studies using ra-

ofbenchmarks based on observation of

eed at which drivers should be considered

ns of the highway' For example' it is con-

ceivable that in some areas the police are more vigilant with speeding. As long as this

variation is not confounded wiìh differences in the areas that minorities and whites

travel then it can provicle an unbiased assessment of racial disparities in highway

traffic stoPs.

In urban environments, however, omcers s of reasons be-

violations' Exposure to cross different

of the city'r7 In the cu will note that

attempt to take the intra-city variation in exposure to the po-

lice into account (see, e.g., iugu., u.rd colleagues). Eck and colleaguests note that in

Cincinnati, ohio, the páii.. uío..t" a greatei share of offrcers to areas with a higher

volume of crime incidents, and these areas happen to be composed predominantly of

black residents. Relying on direct observations of traffic violations in different seg-

ments of cincinnati wJuld not provide an unbiased assessment of the population at

riskforpoliceexPosu..,be.u.,s.raceisconfoundedwiththeareasthatpoliceare
concentrated on. one'would have to develop an observation method that appropri-

ately balanced these differences in police resource allocation'

There are f.* .*.*fi., where investigators have attempted to take the complex-

ityofgeographicareas.ofacitynuntinusingobservationmethods.Alpert
and colleaguesre Provide one of

recorded traffic violations (e'g', il

high-volume intersections in

predominatelY white, black, or

of observed traffic violators to

little evidence of racial bias in stop decisions' Even if observers in this study did pro-

duceanaccuratebenchmarkforindividualsatriskforexposuretothepoliceinthese
areas_achallengeinit,o*.'right_severalissuesremain.Thereisnoreasontobe-
lievethatpolicestopsshouldberepresentativeofthosesimplyobservedcommitting
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by Klinger" suggests, an established pattern of practices becomes ingrained in spe-

cilic police precincts.

The c¡iminal suspect benchmark rnay be a more plausible approach than the ar-
restee benchmark f'or establishing the population at ¡isk for offrcial police contact. It
rcpresents the public's reporting of thosc involvcd in suspicious activity and crime
and would correspond more closely to racial distribution of criminals on the street.2a

Note that this benchmark is not a reasonable choice for trattc stops since police often
have the intent to cite tor a t¡afhc violation without the expectation that it will lead
to an arrest. Comparir.rg the police to the public's r:eporting of suspicior-rs ¿ctivity at-

least answers the cluestion of whether the police are finding suspicious individuals
with features similar to those the public reports committing or attempting to commit
^,.i'-^. Di.l-^.,,^., f^- ^.,-,--l^ +^,,-l +1.^+:^ \T^,., v,--1. r':+,, l-l^^¡.,-^l^^+-i^-. -..^-^NruóL w4/, lrr rìr vY rur^ lrLI uroL^ yçuLJLrrdllù wçlç

stopped at a rate 20 to 3o9'o lower lllan their rcpreserrtation alnong the public's report
of crime-suspect descriptions, and Flispanic peclestrians were stopped slightly ulore
tlrarr their shale of crime-snspect descriptions, by S to too/o,2s The public may have

their own lacial biases, however, and they may also under- or overreport certain ac-

tivities (e.g., clrug market activit¡ suspicious individuals) depending on the area and
the perceived problems that the police actively target.

Instrumental Variables

¡\n ideal scientjfìc methocl to estimate the extent of race bias in policing would be
to use an experimental clesign and landornly assign police oflicers to be "race-blind"
during certain periods. For example, for each officer and for each hour that an officer
patrols the street, we flip a coin to determine whether that offrcer will be unable to
perceive the race of a suspect. The difference between the percentage of stops in-
volving minorities when the oflìcers can perceive race and the percentage of stops
involving minorities when the offìcers are race-blind gives us the effect of racial bias.

If the officers were unbiased then the ability to perceive lace shc¡uld not rnatter in

the selection of stopped individuals. If instead the oflìcers are racially biased then we

would observe more minority stops when the ofiìcers are not blindecl to race.

Clearly such an experiment in the actual field is a fantas¡ but instrumental vari-
ables (IV) analysis is an econometric approach that can sometimes solve such prob-
lems.'u Instrumental variables analysis relies on the randomization that occurs in
nature to replicate the classic randomized experimental design. The key hurdle is to
identify an "instrument," in this case a variable that is predictive of the ability to per-

ceive race,27 that is not related to the acttral lace ofsuspects.'8 This is a generalization
of the setup in the previous paragraph where our coin is the instrument, highly pre-

dictive of the ability to see race but unassociated with the race of potentially stopped

individuals.
Grogger and Ridgeway'n proposecl as an instrument the natural variation in dây-

lìght and darkness that slvitches with the change in daylight savings. It is associated

with th-e ability to perceive race l¡nt is not related to the race of dri.¡ers on the ro¡d,
-fhe lanclomization in nature that diminishes the ability of officers to view the ¿ctu¿l
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Recognizing the difficulty of assessing whether racial bias occurs on the aggregate tn

the decision to stop citizens has led sãme analysts to focus on the individual decision

lvíetlrcds for t\sscssing lì.tcitlly lliased Policitrg r8g

rnaking of police ollìcers. '[he decision to stop a citizen is only one stage in the traf-
lìc stop process, at each stage of which police ollìcers can introdttce race bias in their
decisions. Highly publicized examples of racial bias in police behavior can give an

impression of systemic bias, even if the source of bias is only a few problem officersta
(see Weitzer in this volume)." The Christopher Commission in its assessment of
abuse of police authority âmorìg the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD), for ex-

ample, noted th¿t ro%o of officers accounted for 27.5o/o of complaints of excessive force

and 33o/o of all use-of-force incidents.36 The methods described previously, which at-

tempt to examine bias at the clepartmental level, are unlikely to cletect the problem
if the source is a small share of individual oficers, ancl, even if somehow there are

enough biased ofÊcers to create enough statistical power to detect the problem at the

department level, these previous methods clo not identifr potential problem officers.

Walker3t conceptualized the internal benchmark, a framework that compares of-
fìcers' stop decisions with clecisions made by other officers working in simil¿rr sit-
tuational corÌtexts. This method has been applied to departrnent clata in several 1o-

calities and has l¡een adopted as a part of several "early warning systemsJ"t At the

LAPD, the TEAMS II Risk lvlanagement Information Systern places olìcers in one of
thilty-three peer groups.tt Offrcers in the same peer grolrp presurnably are expected

to conduct similar policing activities. If an olñcer exceecls certain thresholds for their
peer group, such being in the top r% on number of cornplaints or number of use-

of'-force incidents, the system generates an "action item" for follow-up. Ofñcer roles

in LAPD, however, are certainly more cliverse than thilty-three groups can capture.

Sirnilar problems are likely in other audit systems that compute a "peer-officer-based

formula' to flag oflìcers'to but do not fully take iuto accqunt the variation in envi-
ronments in which officers in the same peer group work. Sor¡etimes the peer group
construction may be reasonable. For example, Decker and Rojekat matched each St.

Louis police officer to all other officers working in the same police districts. It is un-
clear whether matching by district alone was sufficient to ensure validit¡ although
they argued that ollcers rotated shifts sulfrciently so as not to warrant concern.

While this process is useful for flagging potential problem olficers, it has some

drawbacks. First, if oflìcers in the entire precinct are equally biased, the method will
not flag any officers as being problematic. We must rely on other analyses to assess

that issue. Second, officers whom the method flags as outliers rnay have legitimate ex-
planations for the observed differences. For example, a Spanish-speaking officer may
appear to make an excessive number of stops of Hispanic suspects, when, in fact, the
Spanish-speaking officer gets called in to handle and document those stops. Such sit-
uations should be detectable when supervisors review cases. Otherwise, the method
eliminates possible explanations based on time or place, so the range of explanations
is limited.

'Ihe fundamental goal of internal benchmarking is to compare the rate of non-
white-pedestrian stops for a particular offcer with the rate of nonwhite-pedestrian
stops for other officers patrolling the same area at the same time. Matching in this
tvay assures us that the target olñcer and the comparison officers are exposed to the
same set ofoffenses and offenders,

Ridgeway and MacDonaldo' developed an internal benchmark methodology to
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comPare the racial distribution of pedestrians/drivers whom individual Police offi-

cers havostoPPed with that of Pedestrians/drivers whom other officers in the same

role have stoPPed at the same times and places. This method has been aPPlied in case

studies in both Cincinnatia3 and New York Ciryaa Utilizing an approach based on

propensitY score weighting, doublY robust estimation' and false discoverY rates'

case studies attemPt to customize the internal benchmark for each individual ofrcer

to a set of officers worhng in similar environments exposed.to similar suspects'

to control the risk of too many officers being flagged as outliers (false positives)'

Construction of
TABLB 7'1

an Internal Benchmark for a SømPle Offcer

Stop Chüacterlstic

Officer A (x)
(N = 3ez)

3

4
8

7
12

9

7
8

l0
I1
11

9

13

11

t4
a)
15

10
l5

ll
5

0
t2
13

9
I

23
t7

0
98

1

I
4

0
0

100

99

Intemal Benchmark ($)
(N = ¡,62ó)

3

4
9
5

t2
9

7
9

l0
10

1l
l0

13

10
15

2l
16

1l
t4

11

5

I
13

12
10

I
23

t7

0
98
I
0
6

0
0

100

97

Month
fanuary
February
March
April
M"y
]une
luly
August
September
October
November
December

Day of the week
Monday
Tbesday
WednesdaY
Thursday
FrldaY
SaturdaY
SundaY

Time of daY

l2-2 am
2-4 am
l0 am-12 Pm
L2-2Pm
2-4PÍr
4-6 Pm
ó-8 pm
8-10 Pm
l0 Pm-12 am

Precinct
A
B

c
D

Occurred lnside?

Housing or transit
Transit
Housing
Other

In uniform
Yes

Radio run
Yes

Nofa The numbæ in the table indicate the percentage of stops hâving that feature'

theqe --

Methods for Assessing Racially Biased Policing 9r

Figure 7,2

first of the three stages in this process is, for each officet to reweight the stops made
by other officers so that they have similar stop characteristics distributions.

Table 7.r shows the results of this reweighting step for an example officer. Officer A
made 392 stops. The method effectively identified 3,676 similarþ situated stops made

, by other officers. These stops were selected as the benchmark group for Officer A be-
cause they were similar to Officer As stops in terms of when they occurred (e.g., date,
time of day), where they occurred (e.g., precinct, x-y coordinates), the assigned com-
mand of the officer making the stop, whether the officer making the stop was in uni-
form, and whether the stop was a result of a radio run. Figure 7.2 and table 7.r dem-
onstrate that this collection of 3,676 is nearly identical to the offiier's stops in several
respects. Furthermore, as shown in figure 7.2, the distribution of the locations of the
stops can be aligned geographically so that regions of this officer's stops in zoo6 can
be compared to other officers making stops in the same region. An additional adjust-
ment at this stage can improve the precision of this test. The second step of the proc-
ess involves a regression model to further refine the benchmark, since some features
are not perfectly matched between officers in table 7.r, such as the frequency of being
in uniform and being on a radio rún,

Combining propensity score analysis with a second stage regression model has re-
centþ been labeled "doubly robust estimationj' since if either the propensity score
weights construct a well-matched set of benchmark stops or the regression model
is correctly specified, then the resulting estimate of the officer's effect on the race of
those stopped can be consistently estimated.as

The z-statistié from these regression models is the commonly used statistical meas-
ure for assesiing the magnitude of the difference between an officer's minority-stop
fraction and the officer's internal benchmark group. The z-statistic scales the difer-

between the officer and his or her internal benchmark such that large differ-
based on a small number of stops are treated with greater uncertainty than

differences based on a large number of stops. Fridella6 suggests z.o and SmithaT
suggests r.645 as the appropriate z-scores to flag potentially problematic ofûcers. But
such cutoffs generate too many false positives to be useful and are one ofthe sources
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of problems for LAPD's system. In a clepartmellt of one thousand officers we can ex-

p..t nry ofthem to have z-statistics in excess ofr645 by chance alone'

Methods based on false discovery rates (fdr) helps address this kind of problem'at

The fdr is the probability of no difference between the officer and the benchmark

given the ual.reìf an observed test statistic, z. We should flag those ofñcers who have

valuesofzthatsuggestalowprobabilityofbeingincorrectlyflaggedasaproblem.
When applied in Cincinnati thù apploach notecl fou¡ potentially problematic officers,

and in New York City fifteen potentially problernatic officers'

Internal benchmark upproa.h", provide a method for assessing individual offìcer

bias. Again, the key to this approach is developing a reasonable peer groLlp or com-

parison set of officárs. This approach, ho epartmetlts with ollìcers

ihat make many stoPs' If ofÊcers rnake than fifty)' then chance

diffe¡ences from their benchlnark are like sons are underpowered'

Accumulating stops across years can irnp tments with few officers

(e.g., those ,.,ii,1., i.r, than ioo oflìcers), the fdr calculations become more unstable

and more clependent on statistical assurnptions'

Post-Stop Outcomes

clistribution of who is at risk. But substantial complexity remains'

Auditing Police-Citizen Interactions

An obstacle to understanding racial disparities in police decision making is that

Methocls Jitr Assessittg llncirtlly l)iased Policittg t97

involve a white officer while only one-third of stops of lvhite drivers involve a black

officer. Thus the impact of clegraded communication due to interracial stops rvill be

greatest for the black drivers.

Additional research by the same research teamto fonnd that white officers con-

ducted more investigative stops (e.g., asking questions about guns or drugs, asking

for the IDs of passengers) while black ollcers were more likely to focus on the traffic

infractions alone. Importantly, these differences did not depend on the race of the

driver. That is, white officers also closely investigated white drivers. Such differences

between white and black offrcers, however, can exacerbate the perception of racially

biased policing. The black driver in Cincinnati who experiences one stop with a black

officer ¿rnd another stop with a white officer is likely to attribute the white ofhcer's

more intense investigation to race bias, even though on average this white officer

treats blacks and whites with a similar level of scrutiny.

The irnalysis of reco¡ded interactions is useful at identifying problem interactions,

factors that can contribute to the perceptions of race, and stops that could be useful

in training. But such methocls do not answer the question of whether the police use

race as a factor in deciding whom to stop.

FIit Rates

Hit rates, the percentage of conducted searches that turn up contrabaud, have

been a frequently discussed outcomes test for racial equity in searches. If the hit rate

for searched nonwhite suspects is less than the hit rate for searched white suspects,

police might be applying a lower standard of suspicion to nonwhite suspects when

deciding whether to search.

A series of papers by Persico and Toddtt provide the tl.reory ar.rd empirical ex-

amples of the use of hit rates with police trafüc stop clata. Relying on the premise

of a Nash equilibrium, these authors argue that hit rates provide a race-neutral test

of bias in police clecision making because police decisions about which suspects to

search take into account the benefits of searching differeltt susPects, and suspects

take"intoaccounttheriskof gettingsearched" (p. ll).t' If officersandcriminalsact
as rational agents, then the outcome of stops should be race neutral. Following on

the logic of a Nash equilibrium that officers want to maximize their ability to find
illegal contraband in traffic stops, and suspects want to reduce their likelihood of be-

ing caught, then the probability of successful "hits" should be equal once one condi-

tions on the race of who is stopped. If, for example, police ofûcers want to find illicit
drugs and suspects want to avoid detection, the results for searches among police

officers who are intentionally biased toward blacks will be offset by a higher yield
of searches among whites. In the long run the differences between races in hit rates

should equalize. Persico and Todd's analysis of Maryland State Police traffic stop data

in several publications reports findings that the fraction of blacks stopped exceeds

the fraction of black motorists on the road, but that the hit rates across racial grouPs

are statistically equivalent.
We, however, provide an example to demonstrate that a simple comparison of

hit rates can distort the tme racial differences. Assume that suspects are stopped for
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either burglary or robbery. Further assume that there is no racial difference in the

rates at which suspects calIy contraband and that police are racially neutral in mak-

ing stop-and-frisk decisions (essentially blind to race). Last, consider the information

shãwn-in table 7.2. lVithin a criure category, hit rates arc equal for black and ''^¡hite

suspects. In this example, olficers detain many mo¡e white suspects on suspicion of

.obbery, a crime with a higher hit rate, than they do black suspects, who are more

likely to be stopped for burglary. In this example, though, those large differences in

the iates of stops for burglary and robbery by race are clue not to ollicer bias but are

the result of racial differences in criminal participation. As a result, the total l.rit rate

for white suspecis is 4.6ot6 ([i++Slli,ooo), and for black suspects, r.+% ([g+S]/r'ooo)'

One could conclude from these two ntrmbers (4.6t'" vs' 1'496) that there is racial

bias in the decision to search suspects, and that whites are not searched at sufÊcient

rates. But olfrcers in this hypothetical example are race-neutral by design' Hit rates

are equal across ra,ces for suspected burglars and robbers. This is a reminder that fail-

ing to account for an impoltant factor -suspected crime, in this example-can clis-

toit the conclusions. In practice, the onÌy way for the Nash equilibrium as described

by Persico and Todd to work would be if black burglars and white robbers adjusted

their criminal behaviors to mirror each other because they hacl equal probabilily of

being stopped by the Police.
This example illustrates â statistical problem that Ayress3 termed the subgroup va-

lidity problem, in which a particular relevant feattue is more Prevalent for certain

racial groups. Other factors may affect the hit rate as well. OfÊcers in some precincts

may be likelier to frisk, clue to crime in the area, fecent surges in weapon recover-

ies, a series of recent shootings, or more hostile attitudes displayed by suspects. An

elevated frisk rate in some precincts may not meet with tire communiry's approvai,

but it would be premature to attribute this variation to racial bias by police officers

without examining other relevant factors. Therefore, it is critical to account for fac-

tors correlated with race that rnight be associatecl with both sttspect race and the late

of contraband recovery.

In Ridgewayt analysis of liii i¿ries in |.lew York city, sholvn in table 7.3, n'hite and

Hispanic suspects stopped in situations that were similar to the collection of black

suspects had hit rates of 3.2 percerfi and 3.8 percent, respectivel¡ compared with a

. r r - -r- s4 -rL^-^ ^+^+i.+i^^l ^',i,1.¡.- înt a Àif-
nlt rate oI 3.3 percent ror DlacK busPcLlù' rrrçrç wdù rru ùLdr¡rraL4¡

ference between these recovery rates. Fu¡thermore' there were no differences in the

rates at which oflìcers found weapons on susPects. The unadjusted hit rates, however'

suggested evidence of bias-again showing that it is important to adjust for subgroup

"f ABLE 7.2
I'lypothetical Example of a Hit'Rate Anøþsis

Race Measure Burglûry Robbery

Methods for Assessütg Racially Biased Policitrg r95

TABLE 7.3
Frisked or Searched Suspects For.md Having Contruband or Weapons

ßLack Llispanic White

Any contraband
Weapon o.7

3.2

o7 08

white Stopped and frisked
Had contrabantl (96)

l{ad contraband
Stopped and friskcd
Hatl conlrabancl (96)

Had cont¡aband

100

t
I

900

I
9

900
5

45

100
5

5

differences in the circumstances by which clillèrent racial groups are subjected to po-
lice authority.

It is plausible that the carry rates, the percerriage of stopped süspecis that have
contraband, cliflèr by race. If white suspects simply carry drugs more frequentl¡ per-
haps believing that ofñcers are unlikely to search them, then the contraband recovery
rtrtes for white suspects will be higher. Persico and 'todd theorized from the logic of
a Nash eQuilibrium that criminals will assess their risk of heing searchecl ancl a,<ljr-rst

their fiequency of carrying drugs ancl \.veapons accordingl¡ so that an outcome test
will be race-neutral. It is difficult to confìrm this in practice, and, as a result, conclu-
sions drawn from table 7.3 must allow for the possibility that carry rates are not uni-
form across racial groups.

Analysis of Other Stop Outcomes

Other analysts have focused on developing appropriate benchmarks for studying
the stop outcomes themselves. In Cincinnati, for example, Ridgewayss notes that 47Zo
of stops involving black drivers lasted less than ten minutes while 56olo of stops of
nonblack drivers lasted less than ten minutes. On the surface this seems to be a rather
large bias. But r87o of the stopped black drivers did not have valid driver's licenses
while only 57o of nonblack drivers did not have valid licenses. As a result, we cannot
discern whether the disparity in stop duration is attributable to the driver's race or to
the additional time required to process a stop involving an unlicensed driver.

Soci¿l scierriisis rccogriize i.hai acljusting íer coníounding variables is a criticai step
in all proper analyses, and there are clear examples in the current book where ana-
lysts atternpt to make such adjustments (see Fagan et al., and Parker and colleagues
:- !l-:- ---l--,-- -\ n- ¡. I ,r¡r utls vululltc.r. rarLlcular [o racral pronllng anatyses, poltce may approacn venlcles
more cautiously and conduct pat searches for weapons in high-crime neighborhoods
rluring peak crime times (e.g., late evening on the weekends). These decisions may
occur regardless of the driver's race, but may be confounded with race due to dif-
ferences in the neighborhoods in which minorities and whites live. In high-crime
neighborhoods police also may be more thorough in checking for vehicle registration
and clriver's license records, have a longer list of recent suspect descriptions that the
stopped clriver may match, and may be more likely to develop probable cause. In
theory and practice, all these decisions could be independent ofthe driver's race. As a
result, the stop location and time may influence all the measured post-stop activities
even in the absence of a race bias. When the race distribution of drivers differs by
time and neighborhood location, one should adjust for these differences when assess-
ing racial bias in post-stop activity, The analysis also might adjust for other features

I
ìlllack
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occurring after the stop, such as whether the suspect had an open warrant or a sus-

pended driver's license.

Location and time of the stop are two aÌnong a number of factors for which post-

stop activity might vary that are confounded with race of drivers or pedestrians

stopped by the police. whiÌe these differences rltay be structuraìly discriminatory

bor.ã on iacial differences in ¿rreas that individuals live, they may not be substan-

fìciently accounts for these potentia Unless stops of black

and white suspects occur in sirrilar ion moclel will be sen-

sitive to the term.s in the model, suc race and other predic-

tors (e.g., race*location). unfortunatel¡ this situation is often overlooked in crimino-

logical studies of racial profiling.
Earlier we showed an example in which we could reweight the stops of other offr-

cers to match the features of stops of a particular oflìcer. In the same manner, Ridge-

on apP ns.

The that black drivers were much less likely than nonblack

drivers top last less than ten minutes, !/o/o velsLrs 560/0' 
^fter

Nlethods for Assessíng Rocinlly Biosed Policittg t97

"lABLE 7.4
Comparison ot a Subset of Stop Features oJ tlte Nonblack Driver Sample to Black Drivers

,.,-ra-

c6 Black drivers
N = 20,146

qt Nonì¡lack drive¡s
(weighted)
ESS = 5,365

re Nonblack drivers
(unweighted)

N = 24,18J

12.7

83.4

Neighborhood
Downtorvn
Ovcr-the-Rh i ne

l-71
l-75

'l'ime of day
12 3am
3-6 am
6-9 am
9 am-12 pm
ì 2-3 pm
3-6 pm
6-9 pm
9 pm-12 am

Iì,eâson
.Equipment violation
Moving violation

Resident
Cincirìniìti
Ohjo (not Cincinnati)
Kenlucky

Ag"
Uncler l8
t8-25
26-35
36-45

Invalid driver's license
Male

24
7l
2T
60

2.4
6.9
2.1

6.1

4.8
3.2
6.1

13.6

233
5.2

6.0
68
6.9

16.9

15.8
t9.0

21.8

4.8
¡1.3

7.8

7.5
17.8

14.9

170

t6.7
3.7

r0.8
t2.7
12.8

r5.2
12.7

l5 4

240
66t

226
697

908
43
26

918
38
t.9

63.2
18,8
lt7

1.7

34.8
28.9

175
18.0

65.9

1.7

32.4
26.3
r9.0
r3.2
64.6

1.8

31.2
26.0

18.9

5.3

65.1

weighting, the nonwhite drivers stopped at similar times, places, and contexts had
stops last less than ten minutes 47w of the time, the same as the black drivers, All the

difference between the original numbers, !/o/o ànd 56%, caî be attribut¿ble to the fac-

tors like tirne, place, and context.
As with the propensity score approach previously discussed, there are advantages

and disadvantages to both hit rates and matching approaches. The hit rate approach
has intuitive appeal, providing a clear thought experiment where all else should be

equal once the police make the decision of whom to stop. The hit rates comparison
assumes that selecting on whom police decide to stop equalizes the two groups so

that whites and blacks should be equivalent. If blacks end up with lower hit rates

than whites, then one can argue that the police are using a lower threshold in assess-

ing suspicion for blacks. But is this reasonable? Actions transpire after the decision to
stop that may be confounded with race. There is a body of research in criminology
that suggests a variety of reasons for racial differences in stop outcomes. As we previ-
ously discussed, Dixon and colleagues found that black-white officer interactions in
Cincinnati explained a substantial difference in the length of a stop and the decision
to search a vehicle. These decisions, however, dont appear to be racially biased on
the suspects but rather reflect racial differences in police officer practices. Engel and
Tillyert8 note the lengthy history of observation studies that lìnd racial differences in
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suspect demeanor can affect outcomes in ¡rolice-citizen interactions, such that all else

but race is not equal once an officer has decided to stop a sttspect.

By contrast, matching approaches try to make àll the statistical adjustments avail-

able with observational ciata. If orie has the r.iglit set of variables, therr there is some

confidence that a good test of the race effect in post-stop otltcomes can be assessed

with accuracy. White and black suspects can be cornpared to each other in similar
situations. If the analyst does not have the right set of contextual variables, thcy can

at lcast get better data and rvork on improving the matching strategy. There is no

rnagic going on, no necessary thought exPeriment; one just wants to construct a fea-

srDle scL oi corf rParlsorl 8fo-r,iPs.

Conclusions

The search for an appropriate mcthod for assessing racial bias in police behavior has

been a qr,rest. Substantial improvements have been made as investigators have moved

away tiorn simple comparisons of police stop clecisions to general popttlations esti-

mates. 'Ihe search for the appropriate benchmark, however, remains elusive. There

is no clear way to establish the correct population at risk for police attention. All
approaches have limitations. Clearly, the most feasible benchmat'ks are ones that at-

tempt to remove âs many factors that are potentially confounded with race as Pos-
sible but are legally permissible on the part of the police. The key to drawing a causal

inference about the importance of race is establishing a set of comparison conditions

that are race-ueutral. This is, however, a signifrcant challenge because many factors

are highly confounded with race. Census estimates are inappropriate benchmarks.

Observations are difficult to collect in a systematic fashion, and require observers

to note behaviors for which the police should consider someone suspicious. With
enough training, effort, and time, observation methods can be an effective bench-

mark in studies that focus on traffic enforcement on highways where minorities and

whites are expose<ì io similar circurnsiauces, Lrut tirey ¿le less likely io 'ue useful in
highly stratified urban environments where the police fbcus on much tnore than traf-
fic enforcement. Arrest data is too confounded with police stop decisions to be a use-

^t, 
ñ - ^fal-- l- ^L-,- ^-)Iul DencnmarK. Illter au, arrests are oltell a colrscqucrrcc uÌ ulc ucLlsrull LU ùruP dlu

search someone. Instrumental variables offer some promise by relying on variations
in nature that are independent of race, such as the switch from daylight to darkness.

Here, too, instrumental variables are limited to drawing a causal inference from the

conditions under which they are estimated. If, for example, the police behave system-

atically different toward minorities only in late night hours, variations in natural day-

light wont be useful for detecting racial bias. Hit rates are attractive because of the

idea that police want to rnaximize their ability to ûnd contraband and make reâson-

able arrests, so selecting on who is stopped should provide a race-neuttal test. Racial

clifferences in the characteristics of criminal offenders, however, can make a focus

on hit rates invalid. Approaches that compare like criminals will yield better hit rate

assessments. Matching approaches that compare whites to minorities in similar cir-

cumstances offer promise because they attempt to make apple-to-apple comparisons,

hlethods lor Assessing Rttciølly ßíasetl policin

A good rnatch
race. Omitted
ing can, howe
reasonable set ith ra_
cial differences in who is searched, the duration of stops, and so forth, tl.ren this pr.o-
vides at letst circumstantial evidence of race bias.

Even ifpolice dec not intentionally
biased, they may be tly in high-crirne
neighborhoods may ay not reflect ac_
tual bias in police d s whites and rni_

ed circu disproportior.ratcly
gued by are few large U,S.
comPar one does conpare
throueh nrhnndc en,l 6-.lo

racially biased policing occurs. All approaches have weaknesses. social scientists
should therefore be measured in their ¿ssessments.
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Recentþ the relationships between space (in the ecological or geographical sense) and
other social phenomena have benefitted from advancementt oipo*.ìru technologies
that put new anal¡ical methods into the hands of researchers and practitioners alike.
In particular, GIS (Geographic Information systems) has become indispensible in the
study of policing, where it is relied on to help identifr patterns in offenàing, guide re-
source deployment and targeted interventions, increase awareness of pohèe-commu-
nity relations, and a host of other roles. Although many examples ofìhe application
of GIS technology to policing may be available in the field, onã highly visibL model
is the use of compStat, a GlS-focused approach to investigatiott, p-bl.tn solving, re-
sor¡rce management, and accountability in routine police patrol. compStat represents
not only an adoption ofnew technological tools in the fight against ciime, but also a
shift in strategic and tactical decision making that puts .ii^. d"t" and geographical
information at the forefront of proactive policy. This chapter briefly aãknãrËdg.,
the extensive and diverse literature connecting geograph¡ race, and policing to ihe
study of crime before turning to a discussion of the methodological advantagÀ of us-
ing GIS to visualize these relationships. Several case studies involving the use of GIS
in the study of race, crime, and policing are presented, followed b/a discussion of
GIS as a less obvious tool for identifying and combating social probiems.

Chapter I

Using Geographic Information Systems to
Study Race, Crime, and Policing

Matt R. Nobles

Introduction

Literature Revìew

perspectives on place, Race, and Crime

, Scholars in criminology, sociology, and related fields have long embraced the idea
that crime is related to geography.-This concept is readilyidentified in some of the
most influential criminological theories,r beginning with the chicago school empha-
sizing human ecology and social disorganization,i and later exten-ding to more lit-
eral interpretations and implications for urban design and crime preve-ntion policy.3
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